Energy Efficiency

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Scale your commercial energy savings.
Energy use often eats up a large chunk of your commercial customers
annual costs—and our teams are fully equipped to meet their reduction
needs. We make it easy for new or existing facilities to reconfigure the
way they think about energy, set manageable energy-saving goals and
reach the milestones that matter most for our environment, as well as
their bottom line.

We transform the way businesses use energy.
Regardless of the size of your customer’s facility, cutting back on carbon emissions and energy use
to reduce operating costs requires a trusted partner with the know-how to get the job done. Our
teams can guide participants through every step of their complex efficiency journeys and make
improvements simple for everyone involved.
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Assess
Backed by data and teams of energy experts, our technical in-person
assessments make it easy to identify and prioritize energy-saving
opportunities that have large-scale impacts.
Support
Connect your business community with local trade allies to plan, implement
and complete energy efficiency improvements with specialists they can
count on.
Save
From project identification to rebate processing and beyond, we’ll put
incentive dollars in the hands of large energy consumers to achieve the
reductions our people and planet deserve.

How we get the job done
Assessment
Connect customers with
energy efficiency experts
online or in person.

Fulfillment
Deliver new efficient
devices as well as savings
directly to your customers.

Installation
Connect customers with
a network of trade allies
for prompt installation.

Connect

Insights

Marketplace

Academy

Consulting

Helps meet the
precise needs of your
customers, while
keeping them on
track to maximize
their energy savings
potential.

Leverages our
expansive data
framework to produce
an exceptional level of
customer insights and
predictive operational
analytics.

Connects customers
to the common
upgrades, special
offers and product
rebates they need
to save money and
energy online with
ease.

Provides training
resources for
distributors and
other participants on
installation, delivery
and new technologies
in energy efficiency.

Offer upgrades and
roadmaps for ongoing
improvement with our
energy experts.

We change the way people use energy,
Contact: info@clearesult.com // CLEAResult.com

for businesses

Scan here for more details.

